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Abstract 

Gloria Steinem asks the question “But, are you working for a woman?” (Bennetts, 2012). 

The question demands answers given the statistics. In the United States, 85.9% of all 

executive positions are held by men. The underrepresentation of women in senior 

management has been called a global experiential problem (Silva, Ahmad, Omar & Rasdi 

2012). This is an alarming statistic considering that approximately 48% of the workforce 

is comprised of women. “Stereotype beliefs that men are intellectually and emotionally 

superior and therefore are set for promotions because they are more assertive and possess 

attributes for success hinder women from breaking the glass ceiling.” (Padman, 2010). 

The research and written analysis will reveal information as to why this may be 

happening and explore the characteristics and skills of women in leadership. The 

variables will be displayed along with the type of research conducted. A proposed 

solution to the problem will also be presented. Literature was obtained from academic 

databases such as EBSCOhost and ProQuest. The literature will be broken down into 

five different categories: statistics, characteristics of women leaders, challenges, basics of 

leadership, and the future. The literature will be reviewed, analyzed and a conclusion 

presented by the author. 

First Lady Abigail Adams hints at the power women have when she said “I cannot say I 

think you are very generous to the ladies; for, whilst you are proclaiming peace and good 

will toward men, emancipating all nations, you insist upon retaining an absolute power 

over wives. But you must remember that arbitrary power is like most other things which 

are very hard, very liable to be broken; and, notwithstanding all your wise laws and  
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a maxims, we have it in our power, not only to free ourselves, but to subdue our masters, 

and without violence, throw both your natural and legal authority at our feet. (Withy, 

1981, pg 81). 
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Problem Statement 

In the United States, 85.9% of all executive offices are held by men. It is even 

more alarming when 48% of the American workforce is comprised of women. Women 

are not being given the same opportunities as men in management/leadership positions. 

These statistics are concerning considering that I am a women and feel that women 

deserve the same opportunities as men. The problem is the inequality of women versus 

men in executive leadership positions. 
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Context 

The context of the research is focused on the lack of women leaders within 

executive positions. I first became very aware and concerned about the problem 

approximately a year and half ago when I joined a global company’s finance team. The 

longer I am employed with the company, I have noticed that the majority of leaders, at all 

levels, and within the company are men. On a local level, my employer has 

approximately 450 employees and only 3 women in leadership positions. I found the 

statistics alarming and resolved to find out why more women are not in executive 

leadership positions and what can be done to change the future for women. 

The inequality in men versus women in Crecutive leadership positions is caused 

by a gender bias. However, women can increase their opportunities for executive 

leadership positions by placing a strategic focus on very specific areas of their leadership 

skills. The variables that lead to the statistics are numerous and the focus for the research 

will include: 

Marital status 

Dependent children 

Type of industry 

Support network 

Secondary research was conducted and included journals, articles, and statistics. The 

applied research will provide knowledge for the reader and empower women to become 

fierce competitors for executive positions within any organization. The research will also 

give the reader information as to the root cause of the problem which is believed to be a 

gender bias.  
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Literature Review 

1. Statistics 

According to Leslie Bennetts, only 16% of the leading positions within the Fortune 

500 companies are occupied by women. However, Catalyst shows that only 14.3% of the 

executive positions in Fortune 500 companies are held by women and only 16.6% of 

board seats are held by women. Within those Fortune 500 companies, only 9% of the 

Chief Financial Officers are women and only 4% of the Chief Operational Officers are 

women. (Cook & Glass, 2011, pg. 501). Trending along with that statistic are the 

percentages of women in certain positions as highlighted below. (Bennetts, 2012; Lowe, 

2011, pg 3). 

e 17% of U.S. Senators are women 

16% of the House of Representatives are women 

33% of the Supreme Court Justices are women 

12% of states Governors are women 

23% of elected representatives are women 

6% of military top levels are occupied by women 

America ranks 71% in female legislative representation. (Bennetts, 2012). Bangladesh, 

Sudan and the United Arab Emirates rank higher than the United States. According to 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics, the United States is in the top four countries in the world 

with the highest populations of employed women.  
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The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2010 report on women’s earnings states that 

women, on average, only earn 81% of what their male counterparts earn. That number 

does drop to 74% without the completion of a Bachelor’s degree. (BLS, 2010). However, 

those percentages fluctuate between 58% and 92% based on field of expertise. When 

looking specifically at occupations requiring a higher education, Human Resources and 

Education Administrators saw the smallest gap in earnings differentials. (BLS, 2010); 

Whereas, Finance, Marketing and Public Relations shows the largest gap in earnings 

differentials (BLS, 2010). The BLS also reported in 2009 that the industries in which 

women have seen growth and equality are the fields of education and healthcare. The 

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics displays the breakdown by state regarding the earnings 

differentials between genders regardless of age and/or occupation. The state of Delaware 

appears to be the most competitive with earnings; women are earning approximately 91% 

of their male counterparts. (BLS, 2010). At the other end of the spectrum, Alaskan 

women are only earning 74% of their male counterparts. (BLS, 2010). The average for all 

fifty states is in the 70-80% range. 

On the education front, the statistics are greatly in women’s favor, with women 

earning 51% of all bachelor’s degrees, 45% of advanced degrees, and 42% of doctoral 

degrees. (Levitt, 2010, pg 66). Women have made steady progress in the management 

arena and surpass men in the terms of education earned; however women rarely make it 

to the upper echelons of executive leadership. (Pyrillis, 2011). 

Approximately two-thirds of organizations studied, in a variety of fields, have 

programs and/or strategies in place to prepare women for executive leadership positions. 

(Pyrillis, 2011). A study was done at Harvard Business School that revealed that most  
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women experience a lack of support in their current organizational climate and that their 

organizations lack programs targeted for women. (Pyrillis, 2011). A recent report shows 

the results from men and women around the globe regarding knowledge of their 

organization’s target for women in leadership roles. (Statista, 2012). The results of that 

Statista report are: 

e 15% of the polled employees stated ‘Yes, their company does have a target’ 

e 40% of the polled employees stated ‘Not that I'm aware of’ 

e 45% of the polled employees stated ‘No, their company does not have a target’ 

A survey conducted of women in executive positions showed that 90% of women 

executives work evenings, weekends, and holidays. (Graff, 2012, pg 27). The same study 

resulted in 61% of the women polled stated that their partner/spouse did not work full 

time. (Graff, 2012, pg 26). 

2. Characteristics of women leaders 

Scholars find that women tend to excel in consensus-building and other useful 

leadership skills. (Kristof, 2008). The consensus-building can be evidenced by the likes 

of women such as Margaret Thatcher. But, one must keep in mind that she was dealing 

with an elite sort of people. Assessments done in a 360 degree format showed that 

women outscored men in all but one area of leadership. (Ibarra & Obodaru, 2009, pg 64). 

According to Ibarra & Obodaru, women outscored men in all of the following areas:  
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Energizing 

Designing and aligning 

Rewarding and feedback 

Team building 

Outside orientation 

Global mind-set 

Tenacity 

e Emotional intelligence 

Another research of women versus men in leadership skills showed that women out- 

scored in 15 of the 16 competencies studied. (Anderson, 2012). In the study done by Jack 

Zenger and Joseph Folkman, it is noted that women were rated by their peers, bosses, and 

direct reports. They scored higher as better overall leaders and the gap between men and 

women became larger at higher levels of leadership. (Anderson, 2012). Erika Anderson 

states that the reports of this study showed that women 

e Build better teams 

Were liked and respected more 

Combine intuitive and logical thinking 

Aware of the implications of actions 

Think more accurately 

The one area in which men outscored women was in the category of envisioning. 

(Ibarra & Obodaru, 2009, pg 65). Ibarra and Obodaru define envisioning as “The ability 

to recognize new opportunities and trends in the environment and develop a new strategic  
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direction for an enterprise.” Three theories evolved from the study as to why women 

scored lower on envisioning. Theory one is that women are just as visionary as men but 

in a different manner. (Ibarra & Obodaru, 2009, pg 67). Theory one is a belief that 

women arrive at their visions by means of a group and give credit for the vision to an 

entire group of people instead of ‘claiming’ it as their own. (Ibarra & Obodaru, 2009, pg 

67). Theory two is that women do not want to take a step out of the box due to being 

drawn to concrete facts. (Ibarra & Obodaru, 2009, pg 68). The second theory is grounded 

in concrete facts and women want those stable items to back them up and prefer not to 

color the facts with roses. (Ibarra & Obodaru, 2009, pg 68). Women tend to fear others 

will find them incompetent if they do not have the solid facts for defense. (Ibarra & 

Obodaru, 2009, pg 68). The third theory is that women “...take pride in their concrete, 

no-nonsense attitude and practical orientation toward everyday work problems.” (Ibarra 

& Obodaru, 2009, pg 68). This theory is grounded in the belief that women do not put 

much “...stock in vision.” (Ibarra & Obodaru, 2009, pg 68). They find that vision is not 

necessary in the “real” world. Margaret Thatcher said “If you want anything said, ask a 

man; if you want anything done, ask a woman.” (Ibarra & Obodaru, 2009, pg 69). 

Contrary to the views of Ibarra and Obodaru, women like to challenge the status 

quo and make changes. (Pynchon, 2012). Pynchon claims that women will shake things 

up and make challenges that would make men uncomfortable. According to Victoria 

Pynchon, women favor women. Women will push harder for more women within the 

executive ranks and develop their own ‘good ole girls’ network. Contrary to Pynchon’s 

view of women supporting women, Chad Brooks states that women do not support other 

women due to a concept called “value threat.” (Brooks, 2012). The value threat is a  
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perceived threat of not being valued as a member and the fear of negative responses from 

other women serving in senior leadership roles. (Brooks, 2012). Brooks breaks down the 

value threat into two areas: competitive and collective. The competitive threat is the 

threat of another woman being more qualified, competent and likable; while the 

collective threat is based on another women not meeting expectations and ruining your 

own image. (Brooks, 2012). 

However, when working together as a team, a recent study of women in peace 

keeping found that women working together can change the odds, shift minds, and 

correct policies. (Johnson, S., 2011, pg 60). Stephanie Johnson’s view of women 

working as an effective team stems from her own experience and research of women’s 

peace keeping efforts. She found that while women are working together for a common 

goal and not competing with each other, they were able to accomplish more than they 

could singularly. (Johnson, S., 2011, pg 60). Other studies reported by Erika Anderson 

showed that organizations with a higher amount of women in leadership are more 

profitable and productive; however women are still a scarcely used resource in 

organizations. A common trait of top executive female leaders is the ability to not let the 

underrepresentation of women stop or slow them from moving up to the corner office. 

(Symonds, 2012). Given that, it is easy to see that women have the drive and ambition 

necessary to get where they want to be. Women are leaders and proven this from the 

beginning of time. Worldwide, women tend to lead their families and others from an 

‘other’ centered perspective. (Lowe, 2011, pg 310). The ‘other’ centered perspective is 

reminiscent of a servant or transformational leadership style.  
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3. Challenges 

The most significant challenges faced by women today are the balancing of career, 

personal goals, and motherhood. (Levitt, 2010, pg 67). Add marriage and young children 

to the mix of challenges that women face daily and a toxic mess of stress are created. 

(Levitt, 2010, pg 68). Career plus family equals’ a liability for many women. (Padman, 

2010, pg 37). Many women feel that organizations do not allow for the flexibility needed 

to have a career and a family. (Padman, 2010, pg 37). “Socially constructed and gender- 

stereotyped expectations about motherhood do not typically include the additional 

responsibility of professional leadership or career attention.” (Levitt, 2010, pg 68). A lot 

of women feel that they cannot have both a professional career and family without 

sacrificing their own personal well being. (Levitt, 2010, pg 69). 

Personal social support from spouses, parents, other family members, and friends 

have a large impact on the career choices of women. (Silva, Ahmad, Omar & Rasdi, 

2012, pg 206). Women are known to sacrifice career for family due to non-support from 

spouses and family. (Silva, Ahmad, Omar, & Rasdi, 2012, pg 209).These same support 

people, most times, define a women’s self-perception. (Silva, Ahmad, Omar, & Rasdi, 

2012, pg 206). Women face the challenge of managing work, child care, elderly care, 

spouses, and continually shifting between roles. (Silva, Ahmad, Omar, & Rasdi, 2012, pg 

208). Without the support needed to balance these roles and life, many women simply 

cannot continue to strive for career satisfaction. The majority of women in senior level 

positions have the full support of spouses, family and friends to aide in the achievement 

of life-work balance. (Silva, Ahmad, Omar & Rasdi, 2012, pg 206).  
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a Women also face non-changing dynamics in the context of sex-typical roles; women 

are homemakers while men are breadwinners. (Silva, Ahmad, Omar, & Rasdi, 2012, pg 

209). The sex-typical roles are unspoken by many but state simply that *“...women’s work 

should not interfere with family.” (Silva, Ahmad, Omar, & Rasdi, 2012, pg 209). Many 

times, a husband will feel his status is challenged by his wife pursuing a high prestigious 

job. (Silva, Ahmad, Omar, & Rasdi, 2012, 2012, pg 209). Joan Williams feels that most 

organizations play “old-fashioned breadwinner roles.” Williams addresses her audience 

of corporate executives with a simple question: “Are most all your ‘top brass’ men 

married to homemakers and women without children?” Williams poses this question to 

incite thought into the “unsaid” requirements for executive offices and goes on to state 

that executives are chosen based on ability to work a certain schedule rather than on raw 

talent. 

Women hit a concrete maternal wall during the C-Suite climb. (Williams, 2010). 

Williams states “...the maternal wall is the strongest form of workplace gender bias.” 

Williams continues with the maternal wall theory by stating that “Mothers are 100% less 

likely to be promoted, and held to higher performance and punctuality standards than 

women without children.” 

Many women choose to continue to play a game by a man’s rules in order to “keep 

the peace” and hope to achieve the level of success they desire by following those same 

routes and rules that men take. (Levitt, 2010, pg 69). Many times, women are expected to 

detour away from their traditional leadership styles and demonstrate their skills in a more 

masculine way such as decisiveness, authority, and directness. (Levitt, 2010, pg 70). On  
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the other hand, if she sticks with her feminine side of leadership, she is seen as being 

seductive. (Levitt, 2010, pg 71). 

Leadership suggests power and power suggests oppression. (Levitt, 2010, pg 70). 

That thought process appears to follow the stereotypical gender role of males in 

leadership positions. This thought process is also displayed in a recent study that 

proposed a role congruity theory. The theory states that a perceived incongruity exists 

between the male and female gender roles. (BMC, 2012, pg 3). The theory goes on to 

state that the female gender role is communal as displayed by niceness and compassion; 

while the male gender role is displayed by being assertive and competitive. (BMC, 2012, 

pg 70; Kristof, 2008; Williams, 2010). The theory revolves around the business and 

education fields with analysis done comparing women and men. (BMC, 2012, pg 3). The 

research suggests that women, more so than men, favor a transformational leadership 

style which is more in line with the female gender role. (BMC, 2012, pg 3). Nicholas 

Kristof states that ““...female leaders also have to navigate public prejudices.” The public 

prejudices explains previously covered statistics regarding the lack of women in public 

held offices such as Governors and Congress. Kristof explains a common experiment in 

which women and men give the exact same speech, presentations are identical; men were 

rated higher than women all over the world. This experiment also displays the 

preconceived prejudices people have regarding women versus men. 

Studies show that attractiveness in a women is actually a disadvantage due to “being a 

stereotypical female” and unsuited for leadership. (Kristof, 2008). Research presented by 

Kristof shows that the appearance of a woman has a negative impact on her perceived 

capabilities to perform specific jobs such senior level leadership positions. (Kristof,  
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2008). Kristof also notes that if women talk about their accomplishments, they are seen as 

a turn-off, self-effacing, unimpressive, and pushy. (Kristof, 2008). A study done earlier 

this year on sixteen professional women showed that overcoming challenges begins with 

recognition of your own limitations and complimenting yourself with personnel that has 

the skills that you are lacking. (BMC, 2012, pg 9). Women like to be “in control” of 

themselves and their surroundings. ..giving up some control is painful but necessary. 

(BMC, 2012, pg 9). 

A recent study revealed that only 3% of women truly feel that diversity is valued in 

the workplace. (Williams, 2010). Men automatically receive a vote of confidence in 

executive positions while women have to prove themselves over and over again. 

(Williams, 2010). Gender wars are also created by women against women when the 

openings at the top most jobs are so limited. (Williams, 2010). 

The study done by Zenger and Folkman promoted two theories for the lack of women 

in leadership: lack of self-promotion and generations old gender bias. (Anderson, 2012). 

Women lack a strategic view for their own careers. (Anderson, 2012). Anderson notes 

that women are so focused on the day-to-day jobs and doing it right that they fail to 

develop “...relationships that will support their success.” (Anderson, 2012). Anderson 

also states that women tend to have the philosophy that if you work hard you will get 

noticed and reap the results. Generations of gender bias still exist in the hearts and minds 

of many people. Older white males are only a generation away from the tried and tested 

breadwinner roles of the man works and support the family while the woman takes care 

of the home and raises the children. (Anderson, 2012).  
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“The most challenging task is getting people to buy in to change and move past how 

things were always done.” (Johnson, 2012). Change is difficult for everyone, but women 

must accept the role as agents of change. Gender bias falls into four basic patterns. 

(Gender Bias Learning Project, 2012). The patterns are: 

a. Prove it again 

b. Double bind 

c. Maternal wall 

d. Gender wars 

(Gender Bias Learning Project, 2012). The prove it again pattern explains that women 

have to work harder and prove themselves multiple times before they are trusted and 

accepted as an competent leaders. (Gender Bias Learning Project, 2012). The double bind 

pattern is evident when a woman has to choose between being liked and being respected. 

(Gender Bias Learning Project, 2012). Many times, this is a choice that women have to 

make...being or achieving both is many times out of the question. The maternal wall 

pattern is displayed when a woman is considered incompetent or uncommitted because 

she is a mother. (Gender Bias Learning Project, 2012). More offen than anyone would 

like to admit, women are seen as uncommitted to their jobs because of responsibilities to 

their children. The gender wars pattern is evidenced when women have conflicts with 

other women over coveted senior level positions, searching for being liked and/or 

wanting respect. (Gender Bias Learning Project, 2012). Women will battle women 

anytime they feel that their ‘self’ is being compromised by another woman. Second — 

generation gender bias is still evident today due to cultural beliefs, workplace structures, 

and practices. (Ely, Ibarra, & Kolb, 2011, pg 475). The second-generation gender bias  
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was also researched by Anderson and is still very common within the 21* Century. Ely, 

Ibarra, & Kolb also noted that women have less area for making mistakes while in the 

learning process causing them to be less of a risk taker. Women at the top echelons are 

scarce but more visible thus creating a risk-adverse philosophy. (Ely, Ibarra, & Kolb, 

2011, pg 477). Ely, Ibarra, & Kolb also note that women have less of a networking 

option since women in top positions are rare. Men and women do not always enjoy the 

same outside of work activities such as sporting events and golfing. (Ely, Ibarra, & Kolb, 

2011, pg 478). Women’s lack of time to interact in networking and be openly visible is 

key reasons for not being in the top executive positions. (Padman, 2010, pg 38). 

Denise Restauri states that women do not want to lead due to the pressure placed 

upon them. Courtney E. Martin said “...we are a generation of young women who were 

told we could do anything and instead heard that we had to be everything.” (Restauri, 

2012). Women feel the pressure to achieve what no other woman, or not many other 

women, has achieved. They are pressured by their families to reach higher and achieve 

more than their mother’s generation found possible. Restauri comments on the role the 

media has played in women’s ability to lead. She goes on to say that women are objects 

of their own lives and the media compares each woman with the woman displayed on 

television, magazines, and billboards. (Restauri, 2012). Perfection is something that is 

believed obtainable. Women feel the pressure to look, dress, and behave as the media 

portrays women. (Restauri, 2012). Denise Restauri explains this as seen during the 2008 

Presidential campaign. She states that Hillary Clinton and Sarah Palin were not seen for 

their capabilities because the media was more focused on their clothing and hair styles. 

(Restauri, 2012).  
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2 Alison Cook and Christy Glass state that “...women’s inability to achieve 

occupational mobility within work organizations...” is based on several different 

mechanisms. These mechanisms are: 

e Discrimination 

Exclusion from professional and social networks 

Lack of mentoring 

Homosocial reproduction 

Gender segregation 

Gender-typing 

One would like to think, based on anti-discrimination laws, that discrimination does not 

take place in the workplace. However, discrimination by employers is still a factor for 

women by excluding them from social networks that have resources available for 

information, services, and advancement. (Cook & Glass, 2011, pg 502). Women 

experience a lack of mentoring by organizational executives. (Cook & Glass, 2011, pg 

502). Homosocial reproduction can be described as the creation of leaders in the likeness 

of oneself. Male executives tend to “...select candidates demographically and culturally 

similar to themselves.” (Cook & Glass, 2011, pg 502). That same theory of creation can 

be seen by other researches as evidenced, “...tend to hire based on the desire to create in 

our own image...” (Lowe, 2011, pg 311).Gender segregation occurs when jobs are 

classified as ‘male’ jobs based on their need for competitiveness, assertiveness, and 

aggressiveness. (Cook & Glass, 2011, pg 502). Forces outside of the work environment 

such as stock prices and shareholder value could be contributing factors in keeping the 

glass ceiling in place. (Cook & Glass, 2011, pg 502). The stock market is volatile and is  
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greatly affected by announcements made by organizations, including leadership changes. 

(Cook & Glass, 2011, pg 502). Recent analysis showed that the announcement of female 

executives actually had a negative impact on stock prices. (Cook & Glass, 2011, pg 502). 

A comparison of leadership styles between men and women showed that women tend to 

choose a path of leadership that promotes ethics and morality and men tend to choose a 

path of leadership that promotes justice. (Lowe, 2011, pg 311). As displayed earlier 

within the text, women’s path leads them to a transformational type of leadership. (Lowe, 

2011, pg313). 

4. Basics of Leadership 

a “Management is not synonymous with leadership.” (Giles, 2012, pg 3). Alyson Giles 

firmly believes that seven principles for success in leadership exist and must be adhered 

to in order to achieve success. Ms. Giles seven principles are listed below: 

e [ove what you do at every step 

People are the most important part of your journey 

Attitude can be more valuable than IQ or experience 

Dressing for the position helps 

Communicate often and simply 

Healthcare is a business that’s very personal 

Be true to who you are  
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Critical components of leadership and skills to refine include: 

e Taking initiative 

Critical thinking 

Effective listening 

Motivating others 

Self-discipline 

Constant learning 

Delegation 

Conflict resolution 

These components are the top eight “soft” skills of leadership and need to be used in 

conjunction with technical skills. (Investopedia, 2012). 

Another view of leadership by Dana Heller Levitt suggests that leadership has three 

basic dimensions: context, vision, and action. Context is defined as the exploration of a 

population or task; vision is defined as working to achieve an intended goal; and action is 

defined as moving people and process toward improvement. (Levitt, 2010, pg 69). Levitt 

defined leaders as “...individuals who are change agents, social activists, and catalysts in 

their disciplines.” 

Stephanie Johnson suggests that women, as leaders, must “...increasingly focus on 

building and altering shared-power arrangements within and among organizations, and 

they must engage in political decision making.” Johnson also states that investment in 

women 1s an investment in the community. Research studies show that flexibility in the 

work environment “...leads to higher productivity, better retention, better recruitment, 

better customer service, improved worker wellness and other measurable business  
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benefits.” (Graff, 2012, pg 26). Previously in this text, research revealed that women tend 

to follow a transformational leadership which is positively correlated to organizational 

success and employee satisfaction. (Lowe, 2011, pg 313). 

S. The Future 

Women are becoming a dominate force in the landscape. (Lowe, 2011, pg 325). As of 

2011, approximately 40% of all privately owned businesses in the United States are 

owned by women. (Lowe, 2011, pg 325). The world is changing quickly and women are 

leading the change. “Women are leading this social shift, in part because working women 

have traditionally conceived of their identity as more broadly determined than simply 

what position they hold in the workplace.” (Lowe, 2011, pg 325). 

Leaders are advised to have women in leadership positions mentor up-coming women 

to help them develop alliances, relationships, and work-life balance. (Brooks, 2012). 

Women within the top echelons of organizations give credit where credit is due. Most 

indicate that having a mentor was a key player in their climb to the top. (BMC, 2012, pg 

7). One study done stated that women claimed their mentors were a complete inspiration 

to them and their careers. (BMC, 2012, pg 7). Mentors can show belief in the up-coming 

leaders and push them to reach their full potential. (BMC, 2012, pg 8). Dana Levitt states 

that ““... mentoring is nevertheless needed throughout the career, particularly for women.” 

(Levitt, 2010, pg 73). Mentoring needs to include the dimensions “...of analyzing power, 

dealing with resistance to feminism, and working toward social change.” Levitt does go 

on to say that both the mentor and mentee have to work together to accomplish goals set 

within the mentoring relationship. (Levitt, 2010, pg 73). Leadership training specifically  
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designed for women should have a goal of teaching women about resilience and risk 

taking (Pyrillis, 2011). Pyrillis states that women need to re-focus on: 

e Motivating people 

e Develop better negotiating skills 

e Self-promotion 

A woman'’s self-confidence is a key factor in breaking the glass ceiling. (Padman, 2010, 

pg 37). 

One organization that has developed women’s leadership initiative and training 

program is Best Buy. (Pyrillis, 2011). Best Buy calls their program WOLF. The program 

was initially designed to focus on increasing the female customers within the business. 

However the program co-founder, Liz Haesler, quickly realized that in order to increase 

their female customers, the organization needed to increase their female leadership. 

(Pyrillis, 2011). WOLF is now focused on women in leadership and readiness. (WOLF, 

2012). The WOLF packs, as they are referred to, have a mission that is needed by all 

organizations: To increase females in the talent pipeline and to help drive female market 

share. (WOLF, 2012). 

Tiffany Johnson states that the mentoring and skills training for women needs to 

begin at a younger age, specifically while still in their teens. Increasing self-esteem, 

promotion of character development, and enhancement of reasoning/coping skills is the 

basis for a female teen leadership program. (Johnson, T., 2012). These mentoring 

programs need to include positive female role models, sustainability, and the 

environment. (Johnson, T., 2012). Even with all the statistics and research, a lack of 

women’s career/leadership programs exists. (Ely, Ibarra, & Kolb, 2011, pg 474). On an  
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increasing number, organizations are turning towards women’s leadership programs to 

attract clients and customers that demand more diversity within the organization. (Ely, 

Ibarra, & Kolb, 2011, pg 475). 

Basic traits of women in top leadership positions as reported by top level executives 

from all over the world and needed by all senior level women are as follows: 

e Know thyself 

Don’t be afraid to take a career off-ramp, but know where the on-ramp is, too 

Get help 

Culture trumps strategy 

Don’t wait to be tapped on the shoulder 

Build a network, just don’t call it that 

Learn to negotiate 

Don’t plan ahead 

Get an MBA 

(Symonds, 2012) 

Research conducted by Alison Cook and Christy Glass shows that stock prices 

and shareholder value is greatly in favor of the appointment of women into senior 

leadership positions. (Cook & Glass, 2011, pg 511). The Women’s Leadership Exchange 

is an excellent resource for women to network and find resources to fit their individual 

needs. The WLE was founded by Andrea March and is comprised of women for women. 

WLE’s mission is “...to provide the knowledge, the tools and the connections women 

need to be successful in their own businesses, the corporate world and the not-for-profit 

environment.” (Women’s Leadership Exchange, 2012). Despite all the challenges faced  
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a by women, experts seem to feel that the glass ceiling, often referred to as a stained glass 

ceiling, is showing signs of cracking. (Lowe, 2011, pg. 310). 
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Analysis 

A senior leadership position can be defined as a: chief executive officer, 

president, chief operations officer, chief financial officer, and/or a chief marketing 

officer. (Cook & Glass, 2011, pg. 503). 

Conflicting statistics are readily available regarding the percentage of women 

leading Fortune 500 companies. However, the statistics still reveal a very low percentage 

margin of women at the senior level across the country and not just in the Fortune 500 

companies. The graph below depicts those startling statistics. 
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As can be seen by the above graph, men overpoweringly have the edge in the senior 

levels of leadership. It appears that women are not as numerous in the senior levels. But, 

wages of women are averaging 81% of the wages of men. That statistic, even though 

alarming, 1s better than the previous employment statistic. It appears that the wage gap 

decreases within higher population geographic areas.  
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A lack of programs to prepare women for senior level positions was revealed in 

the research, along with the finding that many companies do not have a target for 

obtaining a specific number of women in senior level positions. A Statista report dated in 

2012 displays those targets. 

  

® Yes, my company does 

have a target 

® Not that I'm aware of 

= No, my company does not 

have a target 

      

The statistics also has revealed that women need help at home due to working evenings 

and weekends and that most of the il level women have a spouse/partner who does 

not work full time. 

The research revealed, with outstanding results, that women have great strength in 

certain areas of leadership, even better than men in some areas. The strength comes in the 

areas of team building, rewarding, feedback and accurate thinking. The missing link in 

women’s leadership skills appears to be vision. The overall characteristic of women leads 

the observer to believe that women see in black and white. With or without a vision, 

companies with women at the senior levels tend to be more profitable and production 

which leads the one to believe that women have great strengths in motivating others and 

keeping an organization lean. Conflicting information is available on how women view  
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other women within their own fields of expertise and based on common goals. Some 

experts feel that women will support other women and push to have them within their 

ranks; while, on the other hand, some feel that women feel more competitive with women 

opposed to men. 

Women face many challenges in their journey to the C-suite and even more once 

they arrive. Life balance is a major source of struggle for most, if not all, women. It 

appears as a juggling act to maintain career, home, relationships, and self. However, it is 

accomplished with the support of a spouse/partner, family, and friends. Even though 

women have equal rights given to them by law, they still suffer at the hands of gender 

bias, which is more prevalent at the senior levels of leadership. Gender bias can be 

broken down into four basic parts: prove it again, double bind, maternal wall, and gender 

wars. Prove it again: women have to work harder and longer to prove their capabilities; 

Double bind: women cannot be liked and respected and often have to make a choice as to 

which characteristics they want to achieve; Maternal wall: women with children face a 

lack of flexibility in order to care for children and they are assumed to be incompetent 

and uncommitted to their careers; Gender wars: women versus women in a war over 

sacred senior level positions and maintaining their own accomplishments. Women are 

pushed to behave and lead as men do; when in all actuality, women have different 

leadership styles than men. However, regardless of their leadership styles, they still face 

immobility due to discrimination, exclusion from social networks, and lack of mentoring, 

homosocial reproduction, gender segregation, and gender-typing. A biblical phrase comes 

to mind at this point... create in my own likeness.” Male leaders want to create new 

leaders in their own likeness, which excludes women.  
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As Alyson Pitman Giles stated “Management is not synonymous with 

leadership.” A person can be taught to manage, but can a person be taught to lead? The 

research displays the skills needed to be an effective leader and include but are not 

limited to: 

Initiative 

Critical thinking 

Listening 

Ability to motivate 

Self-discipline 

Conflict resolution 

However, the research revealed that passion is an “emotional” skill that needs to be 

present in order to achieve the success desired in leadership. Women have shown that 

they are agent of changes and can be classified as transformational leaders. 

The future for women in senior level leadership positions, often referred to as the 

C-suite, 1s bright and full of promise. A woman’s self-confidence is a key factor in her 

up-hill climb to the top. Participation in women’s leadership training programs, 

developing a social network, and mentoring are key areas that women need to focus on. 

Mentoring 1s, most likely, the single most important thing that a current senior 

level woman can do for other women. The statistics show, that women who are mentored 

by another woman succeed at a far greater number than without a mentor.  
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Conclusion 

Women have come a long way in having equal rights and freedom. However, it is 

more than evident that they have not achieved the quality they desire or want when 

looking at wages and careers. The statistics are not in women’s favor. But, the future is. 

Women are making cracks in the glass ceiling, breaking the ‘good ole boys’ network, and 

becoming agents of change worldwide. 

The glass ceiling is built of maternal walls and gender biases. The ceiling can be 

brought down and equality obisined for women by organizations creating and demanding 

targets for women in leadership, preparing women for those leadership roles with 

education and training, and mentoring programs designed to aid women in their career 

goals. 

Organizations setting targets for women in leadership roles will find an increased 

diversity in their workplaces, higher productivity, and overall higher performance 

financially. Leadership programs designed by women and for women should include 

developing negotiating skills, risk taking, becoming a visionary, and promotion of self. 

Mentoring programs for women have already shown great results in helping to prepare 

women for the C-suite by helping them develop a network, self-confidence, and how to 

work around the gender bias in our world. 
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